RIO: A Denial of Service Experimentation Platform in a Future Internet Testbed
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Abstract—Denial of service attacks (DoS) present a serious threat to the security of communication network infrastructure. Whereas the dissemination of new DoS attacks is fast and dynamic, the development of countermeasures to these attacks requires the construction and validation of a test environment that accurately reproduces Internet behavioral patterns. The construction of this environment often requires more time investment from security professionals than the time spent with the development of associated attack countermeasures. This work introduces RIO (Resource Orchestration Infrastructure) platform. RIO platform enables security professional a realistic and flexible approach to DoS experimentation creation and setup. This platform automates the creation and setup of virtual machines, virtual switches, network links, attackers, experimental data collection and experiment execution, based on a single document defining the experiment in a descriptive language. The proposal efficacy is supported by RIO platform ease of use and time reduction towards the acquisition of experimental results.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Denial of Service (DoS) attack is defined as any explicit attempt to deny the legitimate use of a service or a resource. DoS attacks and its distributed variant (DDoS) are a serious threat to the security of communication networks infrastructures, as the interval between detection and reaction to an attack may result in serious damage to a service, even resulting in financial losses. Moreover, the number of DoS attacks is increasing consistently in the last decade. This increase is influenced by the crescent availability of DDoS for hire services, that offers DDoS in a cheap commodity available to a wider audience [1]. Furthermore, the technical improvement of DoS attacker technology is facilitated by renovation and increase of Internet transmission capacity, coupled with the easy testing of new attack mechanisms directly on the Internet, without the requirement of a dedicated test environment [2].

The development of effective DDoS and DoS countermeasures to reduce or eliminate attack effects requires the construction of an effective testing environment. This environment must portray a realistic behavior akin to the Internet and the complete set of devices and systems involved in the offer of specific service to be protected. The construction of this environment often demands more time investment from security professionals than the development of the targeted attack countermeasures [3]. Furthermore, a proposed DoS defense mechanism requires validation against the possible attack scenarios and conditions ranges and, then, an accurate measurement of the mechanism efficiency against its target attacks, its computational cost, and its probability of disrupting legitimate traffic through false positives may be evaluated. These validations steps take further time of security professionals. Therefore, there is an evident disparity between the difficulty in developing a new DoS attack, and in the researching and devising an effective countermeasure for said attack. Hence, the development of effective denial of service countermeasures is slower and more expensive then the development of DoS attacks. This makes the development of tools to facilitate research and testing of DoS countermeasures a necessity.

In this paper, we propose the Resource Infrastructure Orchestration (RIO) platform as tool to facilitate and speed up the development of effective denial of service countermeasures. The main objective of the platform is to confer agility to the security professional in performing the multiple steps necessary for DoS research and new DoS countermeasure proposals evaluation, ultimately reducing the time spent in repetitive configuration tasks and aiding DoS countermeasure development as a whole. In order to accomplish this objective, through a single input configuration file written in descriptive language, the platform offers a automation of: (i) environment creation and setup; (ii) network configuration; (iii) experimental data measurement; (iv) attacker configuration; (v) legitimate user configuration; (vi) experiment execution and control; and (vii) data pre-processing and preliminary analysis. Furthermore, the tools provide make it easy to re-calibrate and repeat similar scenarios. In this way, the security professional may focus his efforts in the specification of the correct test environment, and in the development of his proposed DoS countermeasures. Moreover, our proposed platform was designed with virtualized testbed environments in mind, as we consider ways of providing realism to the experimental scenarios without the usually cost-prohibitive approach of replication parts of internet topology. The RIO prototype was developed and tested in the Future Internet Testbed with Security (FITS) [4].

In the development of this platform, we considered the management and orchestration facilities of many research testbeds. When compared to PlanetLab facilities [5], RIO offers a similar network virtualization approach, but confers more flexibility to test scenarios by employing machine virtualization technologies. Furthermore, RIO provides a centralized configuration file, while PlanetLab needs separate manual configuration of all resources and experiment subsystems. Ofelia [6], Emulab [7] and GENI [8] testbeds also offers vir-
tualization and somewhat centralized configuration, but lacks experiment automation. Emulab approach is further developed by DETER [9], a security focused testbed for medium scale experiments. DETERS offers experiment resource provisioning and automation using the Montage AGent Infrastructure (MAGI) \(^1\), which inspired the development of RIO orchestration platform. RIO differs from MAGI in centralizing all experimental configuration in a single file, and in providing a state machine based approach to experiment execution, which provides conditional execution based on event triggers, while MAGI approach to experimentation is procedural. RIO also aims to simplify the definition of large topologies allowing a high-level network definition when desired, interchanged with specific low-level network interface configuration when needed. Furthermore, resource provisioning and environment setup in RIO is faster when compared to DETER, because it does not involve physical machine provisioning, physical network slicing, and base image copies for each experiment node.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We present denial of service research considerations and challenges in Section II. In Section III we discuss FITS testbed environment. RIO platform architecture is presented in Section IV. Finally, we conclude and present future work in Section V.

II. DoS Testbed Challenges

The evaluation methods employed in denial of service evaluation directly define how useful test results can be in predicting DoS defense mechanism behavior in a real scenario. The main objective in a DoS defense mechanism evaluation is proving that it is effective. Thus, security professionals must prove that: (i) service is denied by a DoS attack in the absence of the proposal; (ii) denial of service is significantly reduced or eliminated in presence of the proposal; (iii) legitimate user traffic is not significantly hindered by the presence of the proposal at all times \([3]\). Therefore, an evaluation process is defined by: (i) a test methodology, which could be a theoretical model, a simulation, an emulation or a real environment deployment; (ii) test-case scenarios that model legitimate traffic and behavior, malicious traffic and behavior, and network topology; (iii) one or more success metrics that can prove a proposal effectiveness in mitigating a target attack.

Theoretical model approaches are based in the construction of a behavioral model of arbitrary complexity, in conjunction with a set of mathematical, probabilistic and logic rules. While theoretical modules are useful in elucidation specific problem characteristics, there are no theoretical tools powerful enough to accurately model the complexity of traffic mixes \([3]\). Simulation based approaches are a popular evaluation mechanism for communication networks, however, problems arise when this methodology is applied to DoS and DDoS research. Denial of service relies in borderline stressful conditions of real hardware and software, in a way that simulated facilities cannot cope because of the computational time trade-off between scalability and fidelity, therefore producing non-realistic results. Emulation, coupled with virtualization, is the preferred approach when experimenting with DoS, as the attacks and defense mechanisms are employed over real systems. The main challenge when employing an emulation-based methodology is the associated configuration time, data gathering and analysis. Real environment deployment is usually not an option, as it requires further configuration complexity and it is cost prohibitive for most researchers and security professionals to mimic Internet scale topologies.

The construction of a realistic testbed environment for DoS attack and countermeasure experimentation must answer five significant challenges: (i) sufficient realism and associated configuration time; (ii) scaled down topology significance; (iii) diversity; (iv) hardware intricacies and interaction; (v) complexity, fine adjustment and evaluation. While the use of emulation and virtualization technologies can cope with the first and fourth challenges, it further increase the other challenges due to emulation characteristics.

III. FITS Testbed as a Test Environment

The Future Internet Testbed with Security was selected as the environment for RIO prototype development as this testbed features can be employed in order to answer the enunciated DoS testbed challenges. FITS allows the creation of arbitrary isolated layer two networks, each one with its own set of characteristics and control environment. Moreover, FITS allows the interconnection of geographically separated physical nodes though the Internet using the concept of Islands, which are defined as a set of physical machines and resources locally interconnected and affiliated with testbed. FITS architectural diagram is presented on Figure 1. Testbed control is centralized in a main island, and all other islands are connected to the main island and to each other using Ethernet over Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels. FITS is a virtualization testbed, based on OpenFlow \([10]\) and Open vSwitch\(^2\), for network virtualization, and Xen hipervisor\(^3\), for machine virtualization.

---

\(^1\)http://montage.deterlab.net/magi/magi.html

\(^2\)http://openvswitch.org/

\(^3\)https://www.xenproject.org/

---

Fig. 1. FITS architectural diagram. Multiple nodes in a FITS island are connected to the centralized controller through a gateway, which performs traffic tunneling to interconnect islands over the Internet. This interconnection behavior is transparent to virtual machines, as they can only perceive the topology intended by the security professional.
This characteristics establish FITS as an ideal environment for deployment of the RIO platform, as this features can be used to provide sufficient realism for DoS experimentation.

The primitives offered by FITS services were employed by RIO in order provide the full management cycle of a testing environment: provision, instantiate, configure, monitor, and clean. Furthermore, FITS intrinsic characteristics allow RIO to cope with the DoS testbed challenges. The scaled down topology significance challenge is solved for a wide range of testing scenarios when the islands available on FITS are employed to accurately model critical systems topology, while the Internet is used as an intermediary network, as exemplified on Figure 2. This approach is based on a trade-off between control and realism. When using the Internet as the intermediary network, the security professional forfeits control in favor of background traffic and delay realism. At the same time, modeling target attacking and legitimate systems using virtualization provides the necessary level of control for a target proposal evaluation. FITS cope with the diversity challenge as it's based on non-uniform commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware, offering a wide array of systems and deployment configurations possible.

There are still challenges associated with virtual machine and virtual switch homogeneity that require special care of security professional during result evaluation. One of the main challenges in RIO platform lies in the execution of experimentation related to distributed denial of service attacks. As FITS testbed is built upon virtualization, and thus virtual nodes are built upon a shared resource pool, the capability of traffic absorption by virtual nodes is limited when compared to dedicated systems. Furthermore, a large-scale distributed attack may cause denial of service at some point in the intermediary network and pose a challenge of result evaluation if the experiment is not cautiously planned, taking into account island geographic distribution and interconnection limitations. As a countermeasure, FITS traffic shaping and isolation primitives may be employed by the security professional for the creation an scaled-down version of the real scenario, which may prove sufficient for the evaluation of certain DoS mitigation mechanisms. RIO provides configuration parameters to control outbound network interface bandwidth allocation.

IV. PROPOSED RIO ARCHITECTURE

The Resource Infrastructure Orchestration platform is designed as set of tools that provide configuration, orchestration and monitoring facilities for experiments on testbeds based on network and machine virtualization. The main objective of RIO is the automation of DoS related experiments, handling experimental and environmental parameters setup, calibration and reconfiguration, thus, reducing the time associate with these tasks from the perspective of security professionals. Moreover, RIO architecture aims to face the main challenges associated with DoS experimentation in virtualized environments. Although the platform may be adapted to experimentation in other areas, it falls out of the scope of this paper.
generated data associated with all platform modules, and sends the gathered data to the analysis module. The complete set of generated experimental data and supplemental analysis is compressed to an output file, and this file is made available to the requesting security professional at the platform data repository. At last, the control module frees all allocated resources tied to the specific experiment. The experimental flow diagram is presented on Figure 4.

**Orchestration Module:** The orchestration module is inspired in DETER and GENI control mechanisms. This module is deployed as a distributed service, with one designated component in each virtual machine tied to the experiment, in addition to a management component tied to a specialized virtual machine to be used exclusively for a single experiment orchestration purposes. This centralized architecture simplifies experiment orchestration an synchronization tasks, moreover, it provides strong consistency during experiment orchestration [10], which is essential for the conservation of event parallel chronology. All communication pertaining to orchestration module components is executed as remote procedure calls in a dedicated isolated network, thus, it does not cause interference in experimental communication performance. The orchestration module previously calculates the necessary network configuration of the orchestration network tied to the experiment. Then this information is codified in the last four octets of each virtual network interface MAC address, and conveyed to the orchestration component located in every virtual machine at boot time. This enables the platform to avoid delays associated with network configuration, as well as using the same disk image for all experimental nodes. Based on the configuration derived from the UDD, the orchestration module verifies and configures each network element on all nodes, and then proceed to collect initial performance data on each virtual network link. Next, the orchestration module will employ experimentation modules in each node to conduct experiment execution following the events defined in the UDD.

**Analysis Module:** The analysis module is only activated after experiment completion and operates over the complete experimental data set. Its main attribution is data pre-processing and calculation of a supplemental set of metrics derived from experimental bulk data. This metrics are defined at the analysis section of the UDD, and are attached to the data set after calculation. After completion of all requested operations, the analysis module informs the control module of experiment completion.

**Experimentation Modules:** Experimentation modules are the core of an experiment, performing every action described in the experimental steps of the UDD. Each experimentation module is responsible for managing the execution of a well-defined experimental function according to the UDD parameters specification. All these modules are located inside the experiment-associated virtual machines, tied to the local orchestration module. Example of those functions may include configuration and deployment of DoS and DDoS attacks; configuration and deployment of DoS defense mechanisms; configuration and deployment of legitimate user behavior; and assorted traffic generation and measurement tools. Some of these modules are to be supplied with the initial version of the platform, while it is expected that the security professionals will provide modules associated with their respective defense mechanism proposal.

**B. Experimental Disk Image**

A specially constructed disk image was built to host the orchestration module. This image contains all software related to the orchestration and experimentation modules, thus, any virtual node can use it during an experiment. Nevertheless, in order for this image to be used, it must attain different behavior at boot time depending on the role expected from it. The distinct behaviors associated with experiment management and experiment execution associated with the orchestration module are enabled based on virtual machine configuration at boot time, which enables communication in a dedicated network and allows the configuration of remaining experimental parameters. This image is based on Debian Linux as the operational system, but it was altered in a way to keep all modifications to hard disk content in memory, preserving the original data. This
design decision enables all virtual nodes to be created with the same boot disk, avoiding a disk copy to each node necessary in an experiment, and thus greatly speeding up the setup of large experimental virtual networks, as the only file needed to start a new virtual machine is the configuration file. Other associated benefit of this strategy is the fixed requirement of storage space associated with virtual node provisioning for physical nodes. This enables the physical node to avoid using shared storage, which affects virtual machine performance directly, as it ties virtual disk response times the network transmission delay. Furthermore, once all physical nodes install this disk image on the same path, live virtual machine migration is possible without any constraints. Nevertheless, the memory requirements of virtual nodes grows to accommodate storing file system changes. This need to be estimated and provisioned according prior to experiment execution.

C. Descriptive Language

In order to manage the complete experiment life cycle, RIO platform relies on a unified descriptive document to infer all the necessary resource provisioning, allocation and configuration, as well as to derive the experiment execution model. The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) standard was selected to be used as the descriptive document syntax in RIO platform as it is an human readable format, and also supported almost all programming languages and major platforms. Using JSON syntax and RIO defined semantics, the security professional must specify four key elements of an experiment: nodes, network, behavior and measurement. The nodes key has semantic elements to define virtual machine resources as CPU, memory, base image and placement. The network key has semantic elements to define network topology, as well as network interfaces configuration for every node and bandwidth constraints of virtual elements. It also employ semantic facilitators to build known topologies with minimal user input. The behavior has semantic elements to describe an experiment as a state machine, where events are caused by, and may cause, triggers. Each behavior is associate with an agent group and experimentation module, and then nodes are included in one or more agent groups. The measurement keys has semantic elements to identify and configure every data collection point, as well as post processing and analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

RIO platform allows the security professional the realistic experimentation with denial of service scenarios in order to investigate attack patterns and validate proposed DoS mitigation mechanisms. RIO simplifies and significantly reduces the configuration overhead associated with the environment and experiment setup by employing automation techniques and a centralized configuration file for complete experiment lifecycle automation. The platform focuses on providing agility to the security professional in performing the necessary steps for DoS experiment facilitation, ultimately reducing the time spent in repetitive configuration tasks, thus allowing the security professional to focus on his DoS mitigation mechanism proposal and evaluation.

One of the main advantages in employing a centralized configuration document is associated with the repeatability of designed experimental scenarios, in a way that simplifies comparing different DoS mitigation proposals under the same conditions. Moreover, the variation of experimental parameters is simplified and it becomes easy to repeat the experiment varying specific parameters to obtain insight on how those parameters affects a specific DoS countermeasure proposal. Another advantage of centralizing experiment configuration lies in the facilitation of information sharing and exchanging in the research community, enabling easier collaboration and knowledge construction, thus speeding up DoS mitigation research consequently.

For future work, we will quantify the impact of each step of experiment automation on overall research time, as well as further investigate the possibility of automation and experimentation within the platform constraints.
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